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Please refer to the map on the cover for the location of active and inactive projects in the Qikiqtani region. Bold text signifies a major project.

QikiQtani Region geology

The Qikiqtani region includes Baffin Island and the other islands  
of the Canadian Arctic archipelago, the northern part of the Melville 
Peninsula, and the Belcher Islands. Some of the oldest rocks in 
Canada are found in this region. They are part of the Canadian Shield 
and are exposed on Baffin Island and the Melville Peninsula. They 
also form the bedrock of eastern Devon Island and parts of Ellesmere 
Island. These granitic, volcanic, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks 
formed during the Precambrian period, the time from when the 
Earth was formed (about 4.5 billion years ago) until the beginning 
of the Cambrian period (540 million years ago). The metamorphic 
rocks in the region are highly deformed, faulted, and deeply eroded. 
Spectacular folds, large enough to be seen from space, outline the 
present day shape of the Belcher Islands.

To the west and the far north, the Qikiqtani region is made up of 
thick Paleozoic sedimentary rock, originally deposited on an ancient 
seabed and continental margin. The layered rock units occasionally 
contain coal seams and preserve many types of fossils, from marine 
shells and fish to terrestrial mammals and trees. Rocks that make 
up the Arctic platform have been gently folded and tilted. They are 
exposed on many of the Arctic islands and rise up to form the rugged 
mountains of Ellesmere and Axel Heiberg Islands. The widening of the 
ocean basin between Greenland and Nunavut is in part responsible 
for this mountain building and is one of the most recent tectonic 
events in Nunavut’s geologic history. 

Long ago, thick ice sheets covered the entire territory and created  
the steep-walled fiords located on eastern Baffin Island and  
Ellesmere Island, where glaciers and ice caps remain to this day. 
Minerals left behind by the glaciers’ erosion of the landscape  
help prospectors and geologists locate possible metal or diamond 
deposits. The rocks of the Qikiqtani region host many kinds of  
mineral deposits and occurrences, including iron, gold, nickel, 
copper, lead, zinc, platinum, and diamonds. Clues about the  
location of these various deposits can be found using ground and 

airborne geophysical surveys, by prospecting for minerals found 
in association with quartz veins, or by looking for rusty weathered 
sulphide-rich rocks.

Selected Mining and exploRation HigHligHtS
Baffinland Iron Mines’ Mary River iron mine is located on northern 
Baffin Island. Presently Baffinland is permitted to mine up to  
22.2 million tonnes of ore per year and transport 4.2 million tonnes  
of it via truck to Milne Inlet Port using the existing Tote Road, where  
it is stockpiled for shipment during the open-water season. In 2016 
the company shipped an estimated 2.7 million tonnes of iron ore 
out of the Milne Inlet Port. The company has been seeking an 
amendment (Phase 2 proposal) to its Project Certificate which would 
allow the company to increase the amount of ore shipped from 
the Milne Inlet Port to 12 million tonnes per year and to construct 
additional infrastructure at the Milne Inlet Port. It would also allow 
the extension of the shipping season from July to December and 
the construction of a railway line between the mine site and the 
Milne Inlet port. In December the Nunavut Impact Review Board 

(NIRB) concluded that the addition of the northern rail component 
and associated infrastructure constituted a significant modification 
of the Phase 2 Proposal. Therefore, Baffinland has been advised to 
submit their modified proposal to the Nunavut Planning Commission 
to determine conformity with the North Baffin Regional Land Use 
Plan. The 2016 exploration program at Mary River consisted of 
prospecting, sampling, a gravity geophysical survey and preliminary 
field investigations along the proposed rail corridor.

Aston Bay Holdings Ltd., saw some major changes and developments 
in 2016 and in early 2017 on its Storm copper-silver-zinc project 
located on Somerset Island. In January 2016, Aston Bay signed a 
Letter of Intent with BHP Billiton. The option agreement was finalized 
in August, and would have allowed BHP to earn a 75 per cent  
interest in the Storm project by spending $40 million in exploration 
over the next nine years. In February 2016 Aston Bay acquired  
six prospecting permits giving the company control of the entire  
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 102, 103 Seal, Storm Aston Bay Holdings Ltd Active

 105 Borden MMG Limited Inactive

DIAMONDS

 200 Chidliak Peregrine Diamonds Ltd. Active

 205 Mel North Arrow Minerals Inc. Active

 211 Qilaq Peregrine Diamonds Ltd. Inactive

IRON

  400 Mary River Mine Baffinland Iron Mines Corporation. Active
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140 km mineralized belt. The 2016 exploration program was funded 
by BHP and consisted of 1,951 m of diamond drilling in twelve holes, 
targeting the Tornado and Hurricane prospects as well as other 
selected geophysical and structural targets. Downhole geophysical 
surveys were conducted on several of the holes drilled. Additionally, 
over 2,000 soil samples were collected on a north-south elongated 
area covering most of the property. On January 20, 2017 Aston Bay 
Holdings announced that it received notice that BHP intends to 
terminate its option agreement for the Storm property.

North Arrow Minerals Inc.’s Mel diamond property consists of five 
prospecting permits located on the Melville Peninsula. The main 
targets at Mel are two unsourced kimberlite indicator mineral (KIM) 
trains. In 2016, results from the 2015 till samples were released. 
The sample distribution suggests that the northernmost KIM sample 
set consists of at least two, and possibly four, discrete trains. One 
hundred eleven till samples were collected in 2016 to further define 
the extent of these KIM trains. North Arrow has indicated that it 
intends to apply for the required permits to allow for exploration 
drilling of selected targets on this property.

Peregrine Diamonds Ltd.’s Chidliak diamond project is located 
northeast of Iqaluit, on the Hall Peninsula of Baffin Island. Chidliak is 
the largest diamond exploration project in Nunavut at this time, and 
includes the highest number of known kimberlites in the territory. 
In 2016, Peregrine analyzed the results of its 2015 program, which 
consisted of a bulk sample from kimberlite CH-7, a six-hole diamond 
drill program and extensive sampling of the historical drill core from 
kimberlites CH-6 and CH-7. The CH-7 bulk sample contained a total 
of 717.65 carats of commercial size diamonds. An exceptionally high 
number of diamonds was broken during the processing suggesting 
the reported grade of 0.88 carats/tonne may be low. In 2016, the 
company sent a 735.75 carat parcel from the bulk sample for 
diamond evaluation, released a technical report for the property, 
produced an updated Mineral Resource for CH-6 and an initial 
Mineral Resource for CH-7. All this data was used in an independent 
Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) for the Chidliak CH-6 and 
CH-7 kimberlite pipes. The PEA outlines the potential for a ten year 
mine life with an average production of 1.2 million carats per year. 
Startup costs are estimated at approximately $434.9 million, and 
would include the construction of a 160 km, all-weather road  
between Iqaluit and Chidliak. 

pRogRaMS and StudieS
caRving Stone depoSit evaluation pRogRaM

The Nunavut Carving Stone Deposit Evaluation Program is a 
collaborative project between the Government of Nunavut, 
Department of Economic Development and Transportation (GN-EDT) 
and the Canada-Nunavut Geoscience Office (CNGO) funded by the 
Canadian Northern Economic Development Agency (CanNor) and 
GN-EDT. The objectives of this GN-EDT led territory-wide project are 
to locate and evaluate known and new carving stone deposits and 
assess their potential to provide nearby communities with a long 
term supply of quality carving stone for artisanal purposes. Geologists 
from the GN-EDT and CNGO have worked closely with carvers and 
other community members during this program to evaluate carving 
stone resource sites. These sites are located near communities in all 

three regions. In the Qikiqtani region, there are 24 quarries and 48 
additional undeveloped deposits with sufficient deposits of carving 
stone to provide artisans with several decades’ supply of carving 
stone. A carving stone map of Nunavut has been developed and is 
planned for distribution in 2017. 

nunavut pRoSpectoRS pRogRaM and pRoSpectoR tRaining

GN-EDT held a prospector training course in Kimmirut, Clyde  
River, Pond Inlet, Resolute Bay, and Grise Fiord in 2016. These 
courses introduce participants to basic prospecting skills and  
provide an introduction to geological concepts. To date, more than 
1,160 Nunavummiut have successfully completed the course. 
Graduates of the course may qualify for financial and technical 
assistance through the Nunavut Prospectors Program to pursue their 
own projects, and some find opportunities to work as field assistants 
on mineral exploration projects. Courses are planned to be held in 
Hall Beach, Igloolik, Iqaluit, and Sanikiluaq in 2017.

QikiQtani caRving Stone QuaRRy evaluation

The CNGO conducted prospecting and mapping at the 
Qullisajaniavvik carving stone quarry near Sankikiluaq in support  
of Qikiqtani Inuit Association’s (QIA) two-year project to evaluate  
three carving stone quarries in the region. 

baffin iSland paleozoic StRatigRapHy and petRoleuM potential 
CNGO continued its examination of data collected as part of Natural 
Resources Canada (NRCan) Geo-Mapping for Energy and Minerals 
(GEM) 1 and GEM 2 programs on the Paleozoic sedimentary rocks 
in Baffin Island area. This work involves correlating the different 
sedimentary rocks in terms of their age and geographic extent,  
as well as determining their petroleum potential.

Mapping and cHaRacteRization of tHe Seabed of fRobiSHeR bay

Since 2014, the CNGO has participated in an ArcticNet project. 
The goal of the project is to complete a bathymetric, geological and 
ecological seabed survey of Frobisher Bay. This was done using the 
Government of Nunavut’s Department of Environment (GN-DoE)’s 
Nuliajuk research vessel. It is a collaboration of CNGO, GN-EDT, 
GN-DoE and NRCan. The main objective of the work is to provide 
key geoscience data that will help define risks to infrastructure 
development within the bay.

gloSSaRy of teRMinology
Bulk sample – a large rock sample, often hundreds of tonnes, 
selected to be representative of a potential deposit.

Carat – a unit to measure the weight of gemstones;  
one carat equals 0.2 grams.

Deposit – a natural concentration of a metal, gemstone or other 
mineral substance, which may be economically extracted but whose 
traits need a more detailed study to be classified as a resource. Also 
referred to as a mineral deposit. 

Drilling – the operation of making holes with a drill to sample 
bedrock or other surface material such as glacial till or clay. Diamond 
drilling produces a cylindrical core of rock, while reverse circulation 
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drilling produces rock chips. Geologists study the drill core or rock 
chip material in order to map rock types below the surface and to 
understand geological structures with the goal of finding mineral 
deposits or oil and gas reserves.

Exploration – the range of activities used to search for deposits of 
useful, economically valuable minerals or oil and gas. 

Geophysical survey – the collection of information associated  
with bedrock using sensors employed from the air or the ground. 
These sensors record electric, gravity, magnetic, seismic, or  
thermal data. This type of study is used by mineral exploration 
companies to detect physical properties of rocks such as magnetism, 
gravity or conductivity.

Grade – percentage or weight of a mineral (for example diamond)  
or element (gold) in a given volume of rock

Kimberlite – a type of igneous rock that sometimes contains 
diamonds. Kimberlites can be composed of intrusive rock (which 
forms inside the earth) and extrusive rock (which forms on the  
earth’s surface. 

Kimberlite indicator minerals trains (KIM) – An elongated trail of 
different types of minerals (for example garnet and olivine) found in 
glacial tills which can lead to a kimberlite.

Ore – a naturally-occurring concentrations of mineral(s) from which  
a valuable elements (metal or diamonds) can be profitably extracted 
by mining

Prospecting – the search for outcrops or surface exposures of 
mineral occurrences with economic potential. Prospecting takes 
place by walking on the land and observing it for evidence of mineral 
occurrences. Once an occurrence, or prospect, is found, further work 
is necessary to determine if a deposit is present at the location.

Resource – a published estimate of the amount of naturally occurring 
metal, gemstone, or other mineral substance in a mineral deposit 
that could allow for economic extraction of the material in the future. 
Classifying a resource within a deposit indicates there is moderate 
confidence in the quantity and quality of ore in that deposit. Specific 
legal criteria exist to classify a deposit as a resource.

Till – random mixture of boulders, gravel, sand and clay leftover from 
the last Ice Age’s glaciers.

cHeck out tHe nunavut exploRation oveRview online:

www.NunavutGeoscience.ca
tHe MoSt autHoRitative Stop foR nunavut geoScience infoRMation.

canada-nunavut  
geoScience office

) 867 975 4412
 7 867 979 0708

 info@cngo.ca
www.cngo.ca

goveRnMent of nunavut

Department of Economic Development  
and Transportation 

Minerals and Petroleum  
Resources Division

) 867 975 7800
 7 867 975 7870

 minerals@gov.nu.ca  
www.edt.gov.nu.ca

goveRnMent of canada 

Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada

Resource Management Directorate

) 867 975 4500
 7 867 975 4276

 AANDC.MineralsNU-MinerauxNU. 
AADNC@aandc-aadnc.gc.ca
 AANDC.ArchivesNU.AADNC@aandc- 
aadnc.gc.ca
www.aandc-aadnc.gc.ca/nu 

nunavut tunngavik  
incoRpoRated

Lands, Minerals, Oil and Gas

) 867 983 5600
 7 867 983 5624

 JAitaok@tunngavik.com
www.ntilands.tunngavik.com
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